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Virtual 
Beethoven
Composer Roy Magnuson’s new  
virtual reality software lets everyone  
from the expert to the novice create  
new musical worlds. 
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 4 Computer composing
Music Professor Roy Magnuson has developed virtual reality 
software that enables users to compose music regardless of 
their training. “VR is a tool, not a gimmick,” he says. “I want to 
figure out how to own that for art and for creatives to do good.”
Fragile underbelly of humanity
Philosophy Professor Daniel Breyer explores the dark side 
of human nature in an online class for The Great Courses 
Series. Through his research and teaching, Breyer has not 
shied away from the unpleasant aspects of humanity and from 
the discomfort that comes with discovery in order to attain a 
greater understanding of what it means to be a person.
Professor Venus Evans-Winters’ new 
book examines the sometimes painful 
and exploitive relationship black 
women have with qualitative research.
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Over the last decade, Illinois State Uni-
versity has become an internationally 
renowned center for biomathematics 
research. The University is home to the 
Intercollegiate Biomathematics Alliance 
(IBA) and two research journals, and has 
spawned one of the largest biomathemat-
ics research conferences in the world. 
Professor of Mathematics Olcay 
Akman and Distinguished Professor of 
Biological Sciences Steven Juliano laid 
the groundwork for these initiatives when 
they launched a master’s degree program 
in biomathematics in 2007. Since then, the 
program has expanded beyond campus 
and now operates under the umbrella of 
the Center for Collaborative Studies in 
Mathematical Biology.
Akman is the director of the center 
and executive director of the IBA. In the 
following Q&A, he talked about how 
the program has grown and where it is 
headed. The interview has been edited for 
brevity and clarity.
What is biomathematics, and what kind  
of problems are biomathematicians  
examining in their research?
Biomathematics is a new scientific area 
that is in the interface of biology, ecology, 
mathematics, and computer science. Over 
the years, the problems that biologists 
study and the methods that they need to 
study, those became more complicated 
and required methods and techniques 
that a typical biology curriculum doesn’t 
train the biologist for. On the other hand, 
mathematicians were doing things that are 
applicable to mathematics, but not directly 
beneficial or useful to real-life problems. 
So in the mid-1990s, early 2000s, the 
math and bio communities got together, 
and they created several white papers, 
which basically dealt with the future of 
mathematics and the future of biology, 
and they said that mathematics would be 
useful if it solved real-life problems that 
will benefit biology, medicine, and ecology. 
As a result, the field of biomathematics, or 
mathematical biology, came up.
Biomathematicians work on math-
ematical models with mathematical 
Research
Spotlight
Professor Olcay Akman
Continued on next page
“ISU is the headquarters and the hub of the Intercollegiate Biomath 
Alliance. And actually, the Intercollegiate Biomath Alliance is something 
we should truly be proud of because it’s a unique consortium.”
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techniques and tools, to solve problems 
that originate from real-life biology and 
ecology. For example, as a biomathemati-
cian, my research deals with using typical 
theoretical math tools, math equations, to 
model, let’s say, the spread of Ebola, or to 
model a pest infestation in a cornfield, or 
cancer tumor growth, or a cancer tumor’s 
reaction to different types of therapies. 
That, in a nutshell, is biomathematics.
How did the research programs develop  
in our biomath program?
Our biomath graduate program grew 
much faster than any other current 
programs that our department had. At 
some point, we had more students than 
we could handle. In about 2014, we came 
up with the idea of cooperating with the 
biomath faculty of other universities to 
have them help us with the research and 
advising of our graduate students, which 
in a way, was the inception of the Intercol-
legiate Biomathematics Alliance. 
So we started that?
Yes, we started that. ISU is the headquar-
ters and the hub of the Intercollegiate 
Biomath Alliance. And actually, the Inter-
collegiate Biomath Alliance is something 
we should truly be proud of because it’s 
a unique consortium. There are many 
other smaller colleges in our proximity, 
and some of them have faculty expertise 
in biomathematics, but they don’t have a 
biomath program or they don’t have any 
other biomath faculty to collaborate with, 
and we had biomath faculty and biomath 
students but too many students to handle. 
So it was a very natural marriage to recruit 
their help in directing or co-directing 
our graduate students’ theses. That way, 
our graduate students got up-to-date, 
high-end, cutting-edge biomath research 
problems, and the faculty in smaller insti-
tutions who don’t get a chance to collab-
orate on biomathematics with the faculty 
in their institutions got an actual outlet for 
their research.
That turned out to be so successful 
that other institutions showed an interest. 
Within two short years, the universities 
that wanted to be part of Intercollegiate 
Biomath Alliance grew from two to 12, and 
as of this year, we have 12 member insti-
tutions and very prestigious schools like 
Arizona State University and Harvey Mudd 
College. This consortium of institutions 
basically acts like one big family, one big 
institution, where students in any of these 
member institutions can take lessons from 
any other. This faculty expertise exchange 
is just one aspect of Intercollegiate Bio-
mathematics Alliance. We offer community 
curriculum, and also we offer new faculty 
collaboration venues. 
To become an IBA member, insti-
tutions pay membership dues, and then 
those dues are used for the welfare of 
the biomath community. We make those 
funds available to faculty and students to 
travel to biomath-related conferences, and 
to visit each other for research meetings, 
and also provide all IBA member faculty 
research and teaching platforms that they 
wouldn’t get otherwise. 
For instance, as the headquarters, ISU 
has high-performance computing cluster 
servers that IBA owns. If you’re in a small 
institution where your research requires 
computing that exceeds the capabilities of 
your desktop computer, we basically offer 
you cloud computing, and our servers  
are housed in Julian Hall and monitored 
by us. 
We also provide undergraduates 
research funds. Those are called BEAM 
(Biomathematics Education with Appli-
cations and Methods) funds. Any student 
and any faculty in any of the IBA institu-
tions is eligible to get summer funding to 
do undergraduate research. As a part of 
our emphasis on undergraduate research, 
about four years ago, we organized the 
undergraduate research program called 
CURE (Cross-Institutional Undergraduate 
Research Experience). 
“ AS OF TODAY, WE ARE THE ONLY MATH-BIO MASTER’S PROGRAM IN ILLINOIS, AND 
WE ARE A VERY HIGHLY RATED PROGRAM. OUR STUDENTS HAVE VERY SUCCESSFUL 
RESEARCH RECORDS BOTH IN ACADEMIA AND IN INDUSTRY.”
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CURE is the summer research  
program, right?
Yes, the summer program. That’s a high-
ly selective program where we invite 
students and faculty from IBA member 
institutions to ISU, all-expenses paid, and 
we involve students in undergraduate 
research. 
The beauty of this program is we get 
this large variety of faculty with a very 
broad range of expertise. Students choose 
who to work with, regardless of which 
institutions they are based at. So, I may be 
an ISU student who is interested in coral 
reef health and work with someone from 
the University of Portland. And a student 
from Wisconsin may work with me. 
During this workshop, we teach stu-
dents all aspects of the research process 
from the inception of a problem, collab-
oration, development of the problem, 
development of the research, writing the 
code, technical and scientific writing, pre-
sentations, and dissemination techniques. 
Students come here as a blank canvas, and 
when they are done, they know the steps 
and aspects of the research in biomathe-
matics. They go back to their homes and 
keep working with their individual select-
ed faculty members. 
We invite them back in October to the 
B.E.E.R. conference (International Sym-
posium on Biomathematics and Ecology 
Education and Research) and have them 
present their results. Basically, you come 
to CURE as a blank slate, and then once 
you’re done, you present your work in an 
internationally recognized conference. 
The B.E.E.R. conference started with 
10 speakers and 30 attendees in one room 
in the Science Laboratory Building. That 
was 2008. By 2014 the B.E.E.R. conference 
was the second largest biomath confer-
ence in the world. We had over 100 speak-
ers and close to 200 attendees.
The B.E.E.R. conference travels. This 
year it’s going to be hosted by the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-La Crosse, which is an 
IBA member, and next year it’s going to  
be in Virginia, hosted by the University  
of Richmond, and then the following year 
it’s going to be hosted in England. And 
the following year, it will come back to 
Normal because it’s going to be the 15th 
anniversary.
Also, we started Letters in Biomathemat-
ics, a research journal that publishes  
high-end faculty research, and it’s pub-
lished by a scientific publisher, Taylor & 
Francis in England. I am the chief editor. 
We also have another journal, called  
Spora, which is the sister journal to Letters 
in Biomathematics. And it publishes stu-
dents’ research. Spora is an open-access 
journal, and it’s housed at ISU. It’s the 
only student journal dedicated to bio-
mathematics in the world.
How does the Center for Collaborative 
Studies in Mathematical Biology fit  
into this?
With the support of the Office of Research 
and Sponsored Programs (RSP), we start-
ed the Center for Collaborative Studies in 
Mathematical Biology in 2017. We are the 
research center that oversees all of these 
activities, and as the center, we report to 
the associate vice president for Research 
and Graduate Studies.  
A part of our funding to support the 
B.E.E.R. conference comes from the Na-
tional Science Foundation (NSF). We very 
consistently got funding from NSF, but the 
majority of our funding comes from the 
membership dues. Then with the B.E.E.R. 
conference funding and the membership 
funding, we provide all the research grants 
as well as travel grants to go to the confer-
ences and as well as the computing sup-
port that we give to our research partners.
How long is the master’s program?
The master’s is two years. For the master’s 
program, we accept math or biology stu-
dents or statistics students, and the math-
bio graduate program basically prepares 
our students for using math techniques 
for biology problems. They take classes 
from the School of Biological Sciences, 
and math, and statistics, and computer sci-
ence. As of today, we are the only math-bio 
master’s program in Illinois, and we are a 
very highly rated program. Our students 
have very successful research records both 
in academia and in industry.
Is there an undergraduate biomath  
program?
There isn’t, but we are working on creat-
ing a five-year program in biomathematics. 
It is in the last steps of the administrative 
approvals. 
For more information about the Center 
for Collaborative Studies in Mathemat-
ical Biology and its affiliated programs, 
visit About.IllinoisState.edu/IBA. Follow 
IBA on Twitter at @IBAtweets.
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Assistant Professor Roy 
Magnuson demonstrates his new 
virtual reality music composition 
software, solsticeVR.
W hat happens when a music pro-fessor has both the customary background of a musician and 
composer and a burgeoning aptitude for 
virtual reality (VR) software design? Well, 
you get more music, of course, but in an 
unexpected way. 
Roy Magnuson ’05, a trombonist and 
composer by training, is an assistant pro-
fessor of music theory and composition 
in the School of Music. He is a tradition-
ally trained acoustic musician, who has 
composed for orchestra, wind ensembles, 
concert band, chamber ensembles, vocal-
ists, electroacoustic ensembles, and films. 
He teaches music theory, aural skills, and 
composition to mostly music majors at the 
undergraduate level.
Now he can add VR software devel-
oper to his resume. Magnuson has cre-
ated solsticeVR software, a teaching and 
creative tool that allows anyone, regardless 
of their level of training, the opportunity 
to compose music. 
“VR is a tool, not a gimmick,” Magnu-
son said. “We are witnessing the inception. 
We’re entering a new computing age, and 
just how profoundly mixed reality will 
BY JOHN MOODYVirtual
COMPOSer
Professor creates new musical worlds with solsticeVR
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be—with a convergence of virtual and 
augmented reality—we can’t comprehend. 
I want to figure out how to own that for art 
and for creatives to do good.” 
The software was inspired, in part, by 
his love of video games.
“Video games are meditational for me, 
a response loop for me,” he said. “I used 
gaming to relax and escape from the pres-
sures of writing a 100-page dissertation. 
I was overwhelmed as a thinker. Video 
games were a cleanser.”
All that gaming experience proved 
to be more than escapism. It taught him 
lessons he uses today in his VR work.
“With video games I learned a lot 
about music, story, structure, and rules,” 
he said. “I learned how you get a response 
from someone. You lay bread crumbs. You 
set up expectations or not. Some of the 
best writers are video gamers.”
Magnuson completed the latest ver-
sion of solsticeVR in 2018 after making it 
more user-friendly. The name comes from 
a series of acoustic compositions he wrote 
in graduate school called “solstice pieces.” 
His goal had been to write “short, sim-
ple, quiet, motionless pieces around the 
two solstices in December and June.”
“These are the moments in time that, 
at least to me, everything seems to sus-
pend—especially December, when our 
academic lives have just calmed down,” 
Magnuson said. “SolsticeVR is a space 
where you just exist suspended in time, in 
another place, creating things. The parallel 
seemed strong to me.”
The best way to understand what 
Magnuson has created with solsticeVR is 
to watch him do a live demonstration. At 
a Research Colloquium Faculty Lecture 
last fall at University Galleries, Magnuson 
described the software as “a composition 
tool that uses the tool that is VR.” On the 
VR screen, viewers saw two disembod-
ied hands moving through a dark space 
filled with virtual boards, with labels such 
as “Mic Effects” and “Ordered Sound 
Objects,” where the user could press 
numbered buttons or move lettered levels 
to elicit different sounds for the composi-
Roy Magnuson’s compositions have been performed throughout the United States and Europe. In 2018 he received an Outstanding University Creative Activity Award.
“ Learning to make 
game environments 
is hard. Learning to 
be OK with failure is 
also hard. Time is the 
resource, and wasting 
it is painful.”
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tion. Magnuson had chosen “cave” mode, 
though other viewing options were avail-
able, and users can even add rain or snow 
to the scene. 
Sound is a crucial VR component, so 
Magnuson’s sounds are played through 
an audio engine with accurate, 3D posi-
tional audio. To demonstrate the sound 
quality he strapped on his Oculus Rift S 
VR headset and picked up a large block in 
VR and tossed it to create the sound of the 
block moving away from him. The change 
in the sound—the perceived volume of the 
block going from near to far—is known 
as attenuation. There’s also the Doppler 
effect in VR, an example of which is an 
approaching train whose pitch changes 
as the train gets closer, and then changes 
again as it passes by. 
To create music a user wears the head-
set and can add custom audio samples. 
Users can push the audio away or pull it 
toward themselves to create a mix with 
varied pitch levels, volume, distortion, 
echo, among other sound qualities. Users 
can record the mix to a hard drive and 
save it to a file, which becomes their own 
3D audio musical composition conceived 
and produced in VR.
Magnuson improved the current iter-
ation of solsticeVR by incorporating hand 
tracking with Leap Motion, which detects 
hand and finger motions so that the user 
can control their actions in VR. It’s akin to 
using a mouse on a PC. 
“With hand tracking you just say, ‘OK, 
look to your right and touch that button 
with your hand,’” Magnuson said.
Making his way through a VR scene 
during his demo, the teacher in Magnuson 
was apparent. To begin, he offered a favor-
ite quote from the late astronomer Carl 
Sagan: “If you wish to make an apple pie, 
you must first invent the universe.”
It’s a reference to his own journey in 
creating solsticeVR. Coding was not part 
of his training, and his learning curve re-
mains ongoing. In high school, Magnuson 
played trombone in local bars in the Quad 
Cities and for his high school’s band. He 
received a bachelor’s degree in theory/
composition from Illinois State University, 
a master’s degree in composition from 
Ithaca College, and a doctoral degree in 
music from the University of Illinois. 
In a short span, he’s become a com-
poser who uses artificial intelligence to 
create VR spaces. His initial challenge, 
Magnuson said with amusement, was that 
he wasn’t sure what search terms to use 
when Googling how to learn coding. 
Magnuson took online courses and 
certification classes from Unity Technolo-
gies, a video game software development 
company. Magnuson’s initial plan was to 
write for VR and to create soundtracks for 
VR spaces. He wanted to create coloring 
books in VR with painting and sounds.
In a fast 18 months he had “three or 
four fully formed failed experiments,” a 
testament to being “pretty obsessed with 
it,” he said laughing. 
“Learning to make game environ-
ments is hard,” Magnuson said. “Learning 
to be OK with failure is also hard. Time is 
the resource, and wasting it is painful.”
Eventually, the current concept 
emerged. He described solsticeVR as a 
powerful tool that can be entertaining and 
encourages the freedom to experiment.
“You’re not competing with or re-
placing reality,” he said. “The user input is 
flexible. It’s performative, but it can solve 
problems.”
Magnuson’s project has received 
grants from the Wonsook Kim College of 
Fine Arts, the College of Applied Science 
and Technology, and the University. His 
latest grant, for $3,200, will help fund a 
professional grade headset. 
“I am so thankful for the support of 
the University, the College of Fine Arts, 
and the School of Music,” Magnuson said. 
“Technology is such a gaseous thing to 
invest in and can become a black hole for 
funding. I am so fortunate that they took 
the chance and happy too that it (the VR 
work) is starting to become something!”
The software is now available through 
the website SolsticeVR.net. Visitors can 
watch demonstrations of the software 
there as well. Magnuson has presented sol-
sticeVR at Electronic Music Midwest and 
the MIT Center for Advanced Virtuality.  
Magnuson called this an inflection 
point for the University and a time for it to 
be a powerful leader in instruction and art. 
For his part, he wants to be prepared for 
what students will expect in the future. He 
knows eventually there will be students 
who arrive at Illinois State expecting a 
certain level of technology.
“Kids have Oculus headsets at home, 
and they’ll want to know why we don’t 
have it here in the College of Fine Arts,” 
he said. 
He currently has seven Illinois State 
students using his software. He plans to 
continually be on the frontline teaching 
future students about VR sound, design, 
lighting, textures, materials, etc. 
“It’ll be cool to be part of,” he said.  
To watch a video about solsticeVR, find this story online at IllinoisState.edu/RedbirdScholar.  
For more information or to watch a demonstration, visit SolsticeVR.net.
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mosaicnew
“I wanted to sit in my own 
discomfort because that’s what 
I’ve been doing for 15 years in my 
own work, looking at other people 
and telling their stories.”
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When Venus Evans-Winters wrote her latest book, Black Feminism in Qualitative Inquiry (BFQI), she became her own research participant. 
For two years, the Illinois State professor logged co-
pious notes in conversations with friends, family, students, 
and colleagues about life experiences they shared together. 
Those details pulled back the curtain on her upbringing on 
the South Side of Chicago, motherhood, and her profes-
sional career and service.
“I put parts of my own life story out there with me and 
all of my business at the center of that story,” she said. “I 
wanted to sit in my own discomfort because that’s what I’ve 
been doing for 15 years in my own work, looking at other 
people and telling their stories.”
The data that appears in BFQI is a compilation of nar-
rative, prose poetry, and performance texts broken up into 
11 sections (called field notes). Evans-Winters’ approach in-
tentionally breaks from traditional qualitative methods and 
data collection. The objective was to preserve the authentic-
ity of each participant’s interactions and contributions.
“The human experience is dynamic, and so should our 
analyses in telling/writing tales of it,” Evans-Winters writes.
Evans-Winters is an educator of aspiring teachers 
and P–20 administrators for Illinois State’s Department of 
Educational Administration and Foundations. She teaches 
Critical Race Theory in Education and Social Foundations 
of Education, and also instructs courses in the Women’s 
and Gender Studies Program. BFQI, published last year  
by Routledge, is the seventh book she has authored or 
co-edited.
In BFQI Evans-Winters shared the voices of several 
black women in her life as well as several prominent au-
thors and activists who have influenced her thinking. These 
firsthand accounts and transcripts served as supporting 
evidence for Evans-Winters’ argument that black feminism 
must serve a larger role in the qualitative research process, 
particularly when sharing stories taken from the hearts and 
minds of black women and other women of color.
“Black feminism has always informed gender work in 
the academy, and it has certainly informed race work inside 
and outside of academia,” she said. “But from a social scien-
tific perspective, black feminism and research in qualitative 
inquiry has always been centered at the margins.”
OCCUPYING ACADEMIA
Evans-Winters said it is no secret that black women authors 
are not represented in course syllabi in higher education. 
Instead, texts constructed by white authors occupy much of 
the intellectual capital. 
“But black women have always been somewhere at the 
center of research, going back to (author and anthropolo-
gist) Zora Neal Hurston, who was collecting data for (an-
thropologist) Franz Boas out of Barnard. We’ve always been 
around the research table, but we were either being re-
searched on or out there collecting data for the colonizers.” 
While Evans-Winters said women of color are among 
the fastest-growing college segments (and consumers of 
books), she knows of only a few who are writing about the 
qualitative analyses process. One of the current forms of 
Professor Venus Evans-Winters 
pieces together the identities and 
experiences of black women to 
offer a more ethical, authentic  
way to share their lives.   
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resistance she battles is Western culture’s 
tendency to circumscribe feminism as a 
white women’s perspective.
“As (author and feminist) bell hooks 
said, feminism is for everybody. Black fem-
inism is an ideology; it’s a philosophy; it’s a 
pedagogy; and it’s a way we do our organiz-
ing work across communities,” she said. 
In addition to giving black feminism 
momentum as an interpretive tool, Ev-
ans-Winters intended for BFQI to prob-
lematize the use of formulaic, outmoded 
methods of qualitative inquiry when repre-
senting those from marginalized groups.    
“It’s not going to make a lot of sense 
for black, African, indigenous, Latinx, and 
women of color—sometimes even white 
women or even men—to continue to try to 
work with communities of color in research 
pursuits and then pick up a white male 
researcher’s book on how to interpret data 
to make sense of these communities.”
One way BFQI accomplishes this is 
by removing the process of data collection 
from sterile, stilted environments.  
In one interaction in her book, 
Evans-Winters presents her unedited 
text-message exchange with research 
participant Skyye, a young black woman. 
The dialogue illustrates co-education. The 
professor was introduced to new concepts 
about religion, meanwhile, Skyye took in 
her professor’s scientific perspectives.     
“We cannot just ignore the fact that 
when we are interacting with human 
participants, those emails, informal con-
versations, etc. do become data that’s 
open for interpretation,” she said. “For ex-
ample, text messages may become artifacts.”
Evans-Winters’ own conceptualiza-
tion of black feminism draws upon imagery 
of a glass mosaic. Black women’s individual 
experiences and multiple identities—race, 
class, gender, and sexuality—each contrib-
ute a unique piece of glass. Crafted togeth-
er, they form an intersectional perspective 
that provides a “creative, distinctly mosaic 
worldview,” writes Evans-Winters. 
“I am showing qualitative researchers 
how we use 
black femi-
nism or Afri-
can womanism 
to engage in 
embodied data 
analysis,” she 
said. “Black 
feminism is 
not just how 
we think 
about the 
world but how we move in the world; how 
we make sense in this world; it’s how we 
bring our data to life.”
DISTRUSTING THE  
PROCESS
The development of BFQI took Evans- 
Winters five years. She has found that 
the work was cathartic for many research-
ers and community activists. For them, 
BFQI put to words many of the conflicted 
feelings they were experiencing about the 
qualitative research process.
“They told me they felt as though 
their research was making them uneasy, 
depressed, and anxious,” Evans-Winters 
said. “They knew that there was some-
thing exploitive, harmful, or that there 
was something missing. This book showed 
them why the research experience can feel 
traumatizing.”
Evans-Winters expressed that these 
researchers can often directly relate to the 
race-based or childhood trauma endured 
by interviewees. Their proximity to this 
pain heightens their sensitivity to the ethi-
cal concerns posed by the public presenta-
tion of these stories.  
BFQI also questions the ethics of 
surveyor selection. Evans-Winters remarks 
that participants are often chosen because 
they are easily accessible. However, many 
of these populations are easily accessible 
because they are also vulnerable. These 
targeted groups include students with dis-
abilities; children who are black, brown, or 
from indigenous communities; prisoners; 
and pregnant women.
“We always get more out of our re-
search than we provide. We are inscribing 
their bodies into text or inscribing their 
stories into text or even a conference 
presentation,” Evans-Winters said. “We are 
not doing them much justice. I think it’s 
very voyeuristic, and I think it’s exploitive, 
and I think in some cases it’s immoral.”
Despite Evans-Winters’ disappoint-
ment with aspects of the research process, 
she remains an advocate for qualitative 
inquiry. 
In one of the field notes in her book, 
she describes her involvement with high 
school girls of color who had conducted 
a project in collaboration with Girls for 
Gender Equity (GGE), a New York-based 
youth organization. The students’ exten-
sive data collection unearthed the harmful 
effects school disciplinary policies have on 
young girls. 
Evans-Winters was recruited by GGE 
to support its collective efforts to turn the 
work into an academic study using the lens 
of radical black feminism. The belief was 
that if the work was accepted in academia, 
it could bolster the legitimacy of these 
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“Black feminism is not just how we think 
about the world but how we move in the 
world; how we make sense in this world; it’s 
how we bring our data to life.”
findings in the eyes of school administra-
tors and propel a response. 
At that time, Evans-Winters’ disen-
chantment with the disconnectedness of 
the qualitative research process was at a 
high. Initially, her approach to the project 
was not overtly positive. However, an inva-
sive trip through airport security remind-
ed her of the importance of this work. In 
those moments, she related a loss of dignity 
and unwanted contact with the state-sanc-
tioned violence that occurs against adoles-
cent girls daily. 
“With this epiphany, the challenge for 
me as a researcher was to help the girls 
convey their experiences and emotions 
throughout the research process,” Ev-
ans-Winters writes.
In BFQI, the use of daughtering is 
used to conceptualize one aspect of black 
girls and women. Throughout Evans-Win-
ters’ text, this term represents the role 
black girls play within their families, 
communities, and society. She explains that 
black girls are taught to help support their 
household and stand up for the most vul-
nerable members of their neighborhood. 
Daughtering is also present in the 
witnessing, retaining of secrets, and in-
forming the stories about elders. The idea 
is somewhat different from “mothering,” 
as daughtering is fostered by an inherited 
communal, ontological, and spiritual-cul-
tural responsibility. When taking on the 
perspective of daughtering in black fem-
inism, researchers are better equipped to 
understand these women’s words, actions, 
and feelings.   
THE NEXT STEPS
Evans-Winters’ desire to support black 
girls and women has gone far beyond her 
work in higher education. She has educat-
ed herself to become a health and wellness 
coach, a mindfulness meditation teacher, a 
licensed clinical psychotherapist, a certified 
clinical trauma professional, and a licensed 
social worker. 
“I studied and trained and became all 
of those things because I realized my re-
spective communities needed it,” she said.
Her work in these areas has also di-
rectly informed her research with cisgen-
der and transgender black girls and gender 
nonconforming black youth.
“These groups have been telling us 
what they need, but those of us in the 
academy, we were not listening, or we were 
not in the spaces to know,” she said.
As a newly promoted full professor at 
Illinois State, Evans-Winters said her next 
projects are aimed at empowering as many 
black women and other women of color 
researchers to tell their stories and to be at 
the forefront of the research and writing 
process.  
“How many of us get to the level where 
we have access to editors and to journals 
and to publishing houses? I have that 
access, and I want to open the floodgates. 
We definitely need to do more to help 
black women and all women of color to see 
themselves in the curriculum and across 
the faculty. And in our pedagogy.”
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“These groups 
have been telling 
us what they need, 
but those of us in 
the academy, we 
were not listening, 
or we were not 
in the spaces to 
know.”
Professor Venus Evans-Winters’ seventh book examines black women’s role in the qualitative research process.
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Study in 
Dark
Philosopher explores dark side  
of humanity in Great Courses 
By Rachel Hatch
Only 1 percent of the world’s college faculty 
are invited to bring their insights, research, and 
knowledge to The Great Courses series. One  
of those chosen was Daniel Breyer of Illinois 
State University’s Department of Philosophy. 
The company, which produces and publishes courses, invited 
Breyer to its studios just outside Washington, D.C., to audition 
in 2016. Once accepted, the writing and filming process took two 
years to complete. The course title, “Understanding the Dark 
Side of Human Nature,” intrigued Breyer, but not the description, 
which emphasized “encountering the divine through the dark 
side.”
“I really did not know what that meant, but I did think this 
would be a way to explore evil from a lot of different traditions,” 
said Breyer, an associate professor. Throughout his studies, Breyer 
pushed the boundaries by incorporating the ideas of Indian, Bud-
dhist, and Chinese philosophies. For the 24-part series of  
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lectures, he guides participants through different philosophical 
and religious traditions while exploring difficult questions about 
the human condition. Lectures focus on topics such as “The 
Problem of Expectation and Desire,” “The Fear of Death,” “For-
giveness and Redemption,” and “What is Evil?”
Examining moral responsibility and personal choice in the 
face of big questions permeates the research and teaching of 
Breyer, who also serves as the director of the religious studies 
program. He has debated Molinism—a theory about how God 
can providentially guide the world without undermining human 
freedom—in the journal Philosophia Christi. He has explored free-
dom and responsibility in the Buddhist tradition for the journal 
Sophia, and delved into the idea of cognitive agency in Pacific 
Philosophical Quarterly. 
 Breyer believes the bigger questions in life are not isolated 
to philosophy. It is just one way to approach them. If fields of 
study were represented by the human body, philosophy would 
be the muscles that allow other disciplines to stretch. “Everyone 
explores the big picture in different ways,” said Breyer, noting 
physics, biology, English, all look at big questions. Philosophy can 
explore the spectrum of humanity, including a varying degree of 
right and wrong, good and evil. 
While many people shy away from thinking about what 
compels the darker side of human nature, Breyer notes an under-
standing of humanity only comes from pondering and question-
ing the entire spectrum of the human experience. “In my research, 
I focus a lot on what it means to be a person, and this (Great 
Courses) series is looking directly at the fragile underbelly of per-
sonhood,” he said. Breyer believes there is much to be learned by 
examining perceptions of the darker side of human nature. And 
his own experiences make him the perfect guide to help students 
navigate the discomfort that comes with discovery. 
Growing up in a small town in Montana near Yellowstone 
National Park, Breyer recalled expectations were not high for his 
success. Breyer’s mother suffered a stroke when he was young, 
and had to relearn how to talk and move. His father left the family.
“So my best friend’s family became my de facto family,” 
Breyer said. One day, during his sophomore year of high school, 
his best friend’s father did not return home. “He was missing for 
a long time. And then it was pretty clear he had been murdered.” 
The case was the first in Montana history to use DNA in a criminal 
prosecution. 
“It’s incredibly disturbing and terrifying,” said Breyer. “I was 
just awash with grief and confusion. It confronted me with the 
dark side of life.” Breyer dove into reading anything he could 
get his hands on about the bigger questions of life: death, 
anger, grief, vengeance, forgiveness, God, the devil, and the 
nature of evil. “That raised a lot of eyebrows at The Book-
worm,” he said of the local bookstore. 
Breyer found respite on the periphery of chaos, a 
comfort on the edge of discordance. “Listen to this,” 
he said, cuing up a song on his laptop. “I like scary 
sounding, atonal classical music by people with 
Understanding the Dark Side of Nature, Breyer’s online course, is available at TheGreatCourses.com
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hard-to-pronounce names like Alfred Schnittke and Sofia Gu-
baidulina.” Jarring sounds emanated from the silver Apple on 
his desk that vibrated like a horror movie soundtrack plunged in 
ice water. “Who listens to this stuff?” he laughed, and then spoke 
of a love-hate relationship with roller coasters, hot peppers, and 
horror movies. “Maybe I like feeling a 
little unsettled, but I think it is part of the 
bigger idea to confront the difficult stuff 
rather than hide from it.”
Understanding what it is like to stare 
unblinking at the shadows serves Breyer 
well in the classroom. He often employs 
seemingly simple questions to challenge 
students’ preconceived notions, which 
can also unnerve them. “Rather than 
getting each question ‘right,’ I’m interest-
ed in seeing if students can think things 
through, if they can articulate, if they can 
defend,” he said. “Having questions re-
main open-ended can be frustrating. Not 
having an answer can be jarring. It can be 
uncomfortable. When learning is good, 
learning is tough,” said Breyer, who has 
been teaching at Illinois State since 2008.
Attending college at the University 
of Montana, Breyer fell into philosophy through a Latin class. 
“(Classics Professor) John Hay was the coolest guy I’d ever met,” 
said Breyer. As a classics major, he found in ancient philosophy 
a landing strip for his love of big questions and distrust of au-
thority. “(Hay) opened the door so I could discover philosophy in 
a slow-moving piecemeal-type of way.” Breyer graduated with a 
degree in the classics. He earned a master’s from St. John’s Col-
lege in Santa Fe, New Mexico, in the Great Books Program, and a 
doctorate in philosophy from Fordham University in 2008.
His first encounter with Illinois State did not go as planned. 
Breyer was a teaching fellow at Fordham and went to hear a 
speaker talk about the Buddhist view of free will. “It was (Profes-
sor Emeritus) Mark Siderits from Illinois State University,” said 
Breyer, who followed a hurried Siderits to the elevator to pose 
him questions. “I asked if there was a con-
nection between his thoughts and anoth-
er philosopher, and he replied, ‘That will 
not compute,’ as the elevator doors closed. 
I thought, ‘That went well.’” In a dash of 
kismet, it was Siderits who interviewed 
and hired Breyer for his job at Illinois 
State. “I don’t think he remembered our 
conversation,” Breyer said.  
Breyer often lets students guide the 
conversation to expose them to different 
ways of thinking. “People say there are 
no ‘right’ answers in philosophy, which is 
wrong,” he said. “There are right answers. 
There are just a lot of ways to approach 
them.” His style of pushing students to 
develop critical thinking has earned Brey-
er the Outstanding University Teaching 
Award for tenured faculty.
The Great Courses producers  
agreed with the University’s assessment of Breyer’s work. The 
company produces and publishes “courses by professors chosen 
for their ability to teach.” The Great Courses invitation drew  
from his extensive work to help create what he calls “the  
equivalent of a 100,000-word cross-cultural, interdisciplinary, 
philosophical monograph.” It also took him full circle. “I loved 
The Great Courses in college,” he said. “Their courses were one 
of the most important influences on me as a classics major who 
loved philosophy.” 
 “ I loved The Great Courses in college. Their courses were one of the most 
important influences on me as a classics major who loved philosophy.”
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Miltonette Craig began researching racial profiling by 
police after she witnessed similar inequity while working 
in the court system. Craig had obtained her law degree 
in Georgia and returned home to Miami where she was 
employed as a law librarian in a prosecutor’s office and 
later as a judicial assistant. 
“I could see the disparities in who was getting 
arrested and who ended up having to take plea deals 
because they couldn’t afford attorneys,” Craig said. 
“That really piqued my interest. And when I decided 
to start studying criminology and criminal justice, I 
ventured to the criminal justice side, so what we do after 
crime happens, and policing is always on the forefront 
of current events. Definitely, the events in Ferguson, 
Missouri, gave me a little bit of tunnel vision. And so 
that’s a large contributing factor to why I focus on racial 
bias and policing.”
Craig earned a Ph.D. from Florida State University 
and arrived in 2018 at Illinois State, where she is an 
assistant professor in the Department of Criminal 
Justice Sciences. In January, Craig was recognized as a 
2020 Emerging Scholar by the journal Diverse: Issues in 
Higher Education.
In the following Q&A, Craig talks about her 
research, specifically her dissertation. She examined 
vehicle stop data reported by Missouri law enforcement 
agencies from 2001–2007 and the police departments’ 
responses to those findings. Craig also spoke about an 
article she published with her Florida State colleagues 
in 2017 in the Journal of Criminal Justice titled “Thinking 
Fast, Not Slow: How Cognitive Biases May Contribute 
to Racial Disparities in the Use of Force in Police-Citi-
zen Encounters.”
The interview has been edited for brevity and clarity.
According to your dissertation research, 
Missouri police departments stopped black 
drivers 45 percent more often than white 
drivers and 39 percent more often than 
Hispanic drivers. At the same time, police 
found contraband in the vehicles of white 
and Hispanic drivers more often than on 
black drivers. What does this tell us?
If our benchmark numbers are proper, it’s 
that the resources being used to stop and 
search are not being done efficiently. So 
it’s probably biased influence that these 
drivers we have in mind are the typical 
suspect. But clearly, you’re finding contra-
band on them in lesser numbers, so you 
need to change your approach and, maybe, 
you need to be searching more white 
drivers if your goal is to get contraband off 
of the street. 
We’ve seen a lot of departments where 
their patterns look that way. It’s almost 
nonsensical, because you’re searching and 
stopping, and you’re doing this for safety 
and law enforcement and all of that. But 
the outcome isn’t helping, right? So, you’re 
not getting (contraband) off the street, 
as you said you were. Then that’s when 
it looks targeted. Because of the inability 
of just raw numbers to explain things, we 
can’t for certain say this is profiling. But a 
lot of studies say if you have that contra-
band hit rate inequality, then it’s probably 
going to be something based on bias and 
discrimination. We just can’t officially la-
bel it that unless an officer says, “Oh, yeah, 
that’s why I do it.” And it’s rare that they 
would do something like that.
Q A&The
Researcher takes deep dive into racial bias in policing
with Miltonette Craig
By Kevin Bersett
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In your dissertation you mentioned that 
the police seem defensive in their written 
responses. Did you buy their explanations?
I think a lot of them were actually legit-
imate. There’s a huge issue with racial 
profiling research called the denominator 
problem. In order to calculate wheth-
er different groups are being under- or 
over-represented, you have to do the 
calculation for the number of people 
stopped in reference to their presence in 
the population. 
However, what population count 
do you use? If you’re just looking at the 
census for a particular area, it’s not truly 
reflective of the drive-in population, be-
cause we drive to places where we don’t 
live. Some of the agencies mentioned, 
“We have a large mall here. We have the 
community college here. So we get more 
out-of-jurisdiction traffic.” But it’s hard to 
determine the driving population as well, 
because it’s not the same every single day. 
You would have to have someone at every 
intersection in your jurisdiction counting. 
“OK, this is how many white drivers there 
were. This is how many black drivers there 
were.” And that’s clearly not feasible or a 
good use of time and resources. 
Those are valid concerns, but the 
overall tone of their responses, like the 
defensiveness and other things, showed 
unconscious biases. It wasn’t just about, 
“We don’t have the proper benchmark.” 
There would be things like, “Well, we 
are over-stopping Hispanic drivers in 
this area, because a lot of them are here 
illegally, and they can’t read English and 
understand the traffic signs.” It’s like, oh, 
I didn’t expect you to put that down in an 
official government document like that. So 
some of the things were objectionable, and 
it was just trying to see what method they 
use to explain why the numbers look the 
way they do.
Do you find that these kinds of reports 
detailing racial profiling by police are useful 
in marshaling resources to pressure police to 
change their policies?
I think that’s a major shortcoming of the 
Missouri data collection initiative. So it’s 
mandated by law that you have to collect 
this information, report it to the attorney 
general. But that’s been going on since 
2000, and they have not used the data in 
any significant way. Are they using it to 
inform policy? Are they using it to inves-
tigate particular departments that seem 
more problematic than others? The data is 
just sitting there. 
I think it should be used in that way. 
Let’s look at these patterns. Let’s try to 
have focus groups and figure out why the 
patterns happen. What are we doing that 
might be unconsciously contributing to 
these disparities? Should we look more at 
trying to implement driver safety programs 
that would decrease the number of stops 
we have to make? They’re not using the 
data at all. And so that is very problematic.
When you talk about bias in these cases, are 
you talking about implicit or explicit bias?
Most often it is implicit. I don’t think a 
large majority of officers go out with the 
intent to discriminate against minori-
ties. But because of the messages that we 
receive in the media, regular television 
shows, and the news, we always see this 
typical subject—they call it the “symbolic 
assailant.” And if you have it in your mind 
that this person is the likely offender, 
that’s the automatic place that you go to. 
So even if you thought you were acting in 
good faith, you’re still being influenced by 
the stereotypes. Even with training, you’re 
still susceptible to it. So there needs to be 
more focus on that: How do we unpaint 
that picture so that we can be more fair in 
how the laws are applied?
Since then, have you done any other research 
involving police stops and racial bias?
The next step using that data is comparing 
before and after. So I would be looking at 
not only the tone of the responses, but the 
language being used, “post-racial America” 
after Barack Obama’s election and before. 
I would be looking to see if language is 
different. Is it more defensive? Do they 
feel more obligated later on to paint  
themselves as fair? One of my mentors 
said, “You should probably continue to 
look at that and look at the post-Trump 
administration to see if there are fluctua-
tions in it.”
I definitely like to look at the quali-
tative end of things, because they give us 
more of the why, as opposed to the what 
and the how. But at some point in the 
future, I do want to conduct focus groups 
with officers just to see, “How did you get 
to the point where you are now? Do you 
believe that you operate with bias? If so, 
do you believe it’s justified? And why  
is that?” 
In the other study, you examine how 
cognitive biases may contribute to racial 
disparities and the use of force by police. 
Please define cognitive bias for me.
Cognitive biases can be neutral, positive, 
or negative. We have a limited amount of 
time to process information and limited 
means to do so. And in order for us to 
get things done in an efficient manner, 
we have to make these shortcuts. So from 
our experience, this symbol means X, and 
from our experience, this symbol means Y. 
But in that shortcutting process, we don’t 
have the full picture. It’s going to elimi-
nate important parts of that image or per-
son or a place. Cognitively, you just don’t 
have the full picture and you’re making 
an assessment without all of the pertinent 
information.
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In the study, you talk not only about the 
cognitive biases of the police, but also about 
the cognitive biases of the people they are 
encountering. How would the cognitive 
bias work with somebody who is being 
approached by police?
A lot of people do not have firsthand expe-
rience with law enforcement. A lot of it is 
from vicarious experience. So you heard it 
in the news, or your best friend was pulled 
over. Because historically, the police force 
and the black community haven’t meshed 
very well—they have their history in slave 
patrols. And generation after generation, 
there’s not going to be a good relay of 
facts about the police department. 
If that’s what you have been exposed 
to, from stories with friends and families 
that police officers aren’t on our side, or 
the only time you see them in your neigh-
borhood is when they’re coming here to 
arrest someone, not to respond to a call 
for service, you’re going to then develop 
a negative attitude as well. And you’re 
in this encounter, and maybe the officer 
is doing everything they’re supposed to 
be doing and not showing any bias. But 
because you are coming into the situation 
feeling as though you’re being targeted, 
or as though you’re going to be treated 
unfairly, then things can escalate.
Both parties are there thinking the 
worst of the other. That’s where we see the 
catastrophic outcome.
In the study about the cognitive biases, what 
was your and your colleagues’ conclusion?
What we concluded with is trying to 
almost map out how these decisions are 
made cognitively and try to get people to 
think about thinking. We don’t put a lot 
of attention on the thought process. We 
just make decisions and hope that they 
are effective and efficient. When you can 
interpret multiple issues that may influ-
ence this event, then you’re better able to 
expect them and manage them when they 
happen.
So yes, citizens need to know either 
through some kind of programming or 
information session, that, yes, there is 
friction between these two groups. But 
the ultimate goal is to try to keep you safe, 
your community together, so on and so 
forth. You have to, at some point, give the 
police department a chance, if they are 
doing what they’re supposed to be doing. 
Call them out for the illegal, unjust things. 
Is there evidence-based training that could 
help with cognitive bias?
Some of the training programs now that 
police departments are using do talk about 
the unconscious bias issue, how not to ste-
reotype people as symbolic assailants, and 
things of that nature. But the effectiveness 
of the programming is what still needs to 
be investigated on a large scale.
Do you think the police forces, in general, 
will change?
I would like to be optimistic about it. I 
think a large contributing factor is our 
political climate. When it is as divisive as 
it is now, I don’t even see what the incen-
tive would be for a police department to 
say, “Let’s do better.” Because if no one is 
going to take away their funding or punish 
them or fire them, then what is the push 
other than a moral obligation to do better? 
I feel as if we get to a place where we’re 
more cohesive as a nation, then maybe 
there will be a heavier burden placed on 
these authoritative institutions like police 
departments. 
But now, I’m largely pessimistic about 
it happening within the next couple of 
years. It probably will be quite awhile 
before we can see broad equity in how 
interactions happen between officers and 
the public.
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Grant news
$10 million USDA grant to implement new 
oilseed cover crop for fuel
A $10 million grant from the United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) aims to 
protect idle land and provide extra income 
to farmers. The grant will allow research-
ers to domesticate a plant into a winter 
cover crop that can be used to produce 
biodiesel, jet fuel, and animal feed.
“From the time you harvest corn and 
soybeans till you plant in May there’s 
mostly nothing in the ground,” said Illi-
nois State University’s Professor of Genet-
ics John Sedbrook, who has been working 
for years to convert what many consider a 
weed—pennycress—into a crop that can 
be planted by farmers during the winter 
months. “Thlaspi arvense, or pennycress, is 
an annual oilseed cover crop that has the 
potential to produce 3 billion gallons of 
fuel per year.”
With the grant, Illinois State re-
searchers will work closely with the lead 
institution, Western Illinois University, as 
well as with researchers at the University 
of Minnesota, The Ohio State University, 
the University of Wisconsin-Platteville, the 
USDA, and the St. Louis-based crop de-
velopment company CoverCress Inc. This 
group is known as the Integrated Penny-
cress Research Enabling Farm and Energy 
Resilience (IPREFER). Sedbrook said the 
goal is to have an infrastructure in place 
within five years, so farmers can plant and 
harvest pennycress as a cover crop, and 
processing companies can convert the 
seed to fuel and feed.
At Illinois State, the grant will help 
support the ongoing work of Sedbrook’s 
lab. Over the years, the USDA has awarded 
Sedbrook’s work with more than $3 mil-
lion in grants to bring out positive genetic 
traits in pennycress, ensuring seeds can be 
used for biofuel, and the seed remnants 
can be added to meal to feed animals. 
“We’ve made two key genetic changes 
to those seeds to make them edible and 
more nutritious,” said Sedbrook, whose 
lab at Illinois State is devoted to integrat-
ed plant biology and bioenergy. 
The USDA grant will help fund the 
work to domesticate and commercialize 
pennycress by expanding Illinois State’s 
team to include Professor of Water Ecol-
ogy Bill Perry, Assistant Professor of Crop 
Science Nicholas Heller, and Professor of 
Soil Science Rob Rhykerd.
$2.8 million grant funds MCN’s work with 
rural, underserved patients
The Mennonite College of Nursing (MCN) 
at Illinois State University has received a 
$2.8 million Advanced Nursing Education 
Workforce (ANEW) grant from the U.S. 
Health Resources and Services Adminis-
tration (HRSA).
The ANEW grant funds efforts to 
prepare advanced practice nurses to serve 
rural and underserved settings—especial-
ly with primary care. The grant is one of 
several federal HRSA grants awarded to 
MCN over the years to assist in training 
nurses to serve rural and underrepresent-
ed populations.
“In partnership with local community 
organizations that serve rural and vulnera-
ble populations, MCN’s ANEW grant team 
strives to enhance clinical experiences for 
students in MCN’s family nurse practi-
tioner program,” said Jessica Sullivan, the 
family nurse practitioner sequence leader. 
“The ANEW grant supports those partner-
ships, allowing us to increase access, pro-
vide care to vulnerable populations, and 
provide funds to defray some of the cost of 
tuition and other school-related expenses 
for our students.”
The grant is also helping fund the 
development of a new, postgraduate MCN 
certificate geared toward training future 
nurse practitioners to address mental 
health needs. 
NIH grant enables professor to study 
connection between Alzheimer’s and the 
immune system
Illinois State University’s Nathan Mortimer 
has received a nearly $300,000 grant from 
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to 
understand the connection between the 
immune system and Alzheimer’s disease.
The two-year grant from the NIH’s 
National Institute on Aging will support 
efforts in Mortimer’s research lab to exam-
ine a protein called amyloid beta (A-beta) 
that is thought to accumulate in the brains 
of Alzheimer’s patients.
“A-beta is a little peptide that gets 
made in your body,” said Mortimer,  
who is an assistant professor of cellular 
immunology in the School of Biological 
Sciences. “One of the big questions in  
the field is what is A-beta and why is it 
there? If it only exists to build up into 
plaques, which can interfere with normal 
function and cause Alzheimer’s disease, 
why would it last through millions of years 
of evolution?”
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Studentresearch
Mohammed Zaman heard a crack. And 
as he lay on the gym’s hardwood floor, he 
knew he had just severely sprained his 
ankle playing basketball. What Zaman, 
then in high school, did not know was that 
his injury would lead him to what he is 
currently researching today. 
Zaman soon became interested in the 
remedy that helped him recover from his 
injury: ankle braces. Since his freshman 
year at Illinois State, Zaman, an exercise 
science major, has been immersed in 
researching ankle braces with Assistant 
Professor Adam Jagodinsky, of the School 
of Kinesiology and Recreation.
Ankle braces are used to help heal 
and prevent an ankle sprain, the most 
common type of musculoskeletal injury. 
Bracing a joint has several different effects 
on the body, but the most obvious one 
is that the joint typically has less range 
of motion. This helps prevent ligaments 
and tendons from being strained during 
movement. However, braces can alter in-
formation sent from sensors in the joint to 
the brain and spinal cord about how one’s 
body is moving. This sensory information 
is very important for determining how 
movement is controlled during complex 
By Maggie McReynolds
Mohammed Zaman ’19 and 
Assistant Professor Adam 
Jagodinsky work on an 
ankle bracing experiment. 
Ankle injury leads student to long-running research project
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movements and simple movements, such 
as standing.
The researchers have been seeking to 
understand how different types of ankle 
braces affect a person’s control of move-
ment while standing. When humans stand, 
our bodies subtly sway, a movement we 
subconsciously control. Jagodinsky and 
Zaman’s research examines how different 
ankle braces affect characteristics of subtle 
sway patterns. Specifically, they want to 
know whether wearing one ankle brace 
over another causes someone to have 
more or less movement or sway. 
“We know that there’s a difference 
between those who have had ankle inju-
ries and worn ankle braces as opposed to 
those who have never had an injury,” said 
Zaman. Yet, the pair were interested in 
how people who haven’t previously expe-
rienced an ankle injury would respond to 
wearing different types of ankle braces. 
To conduct the study, the researchers 
had Illinois State students enter a lab, put 
on an ankle brace, and stand on a force 
plate, which is a device that measures re-
action forces created by somebody moving 
or standing upon them. The subjects par-
ticipated in three different trials for three 
types of bracing conditions while Zaman 
and Jagodinsky measured weight shifting 
and how much the subject’s center of 
gravity moved back and forth. 
Jagodinsky and Zaman found that 
rigid ankle braces cause the body sway 
patterns to be significantly more con-
strained compared to soft ankle braces 
or no ankle brace. Jagodinsky said more 
constrained movement control resulting 
from ankle bracing could be important 
for preventing ankle injuries, but may also 
make movements less adaptable to certain 
environments.
Zaman said the most important aspect 
of the research is that it is applicable. 
“You’re doing something that you can  
tell people and they can understand.” 
Zaman has shared his research at the 
Illinois State University Research Sympo-
sium; the Illinois Association for Physical 
Education, Health, Recreation, and Dance 
(IAHPERD) Conference; and the Amer-
ican College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) 
National Conference.
At last April’s Research Symposium, 
Zaman met Associate Professor and Office 
of Student Research (OSR) Director Gina 
Hunter. She invited Zaman to join the 
OSR’s Advisory Board. 
Hunter launched the office last fall to 
facilitate, support, and highlight under-
graduate and graduate student research 
on campus. The office’s board—composed 
of faculty, students, and staff from across 
campus—provides Hunter with feedback 
and recommendations. 
“The student perspective on the board 
is very important as we want to engage 
students and understand their perspective 
and concerns in taking on research proj-
ects,” said Hunter. 
Zaman said there is a substantial need 
for student researchers on campus. 
“I think a lot of faculty want stu-
dents to get involved but are not finding 
enough traction to attract members,” said 
Zaman. “I’ve been in classes where faculty 
specifically tell us that they are looking 
for researchers. I think there is a need, 
and having this Advisory Board will help 
bridge that gap, but ultimately, it will be 
up to the students if they want to pursue 
research at the end of the day.” 
Jagodinsky believes it is valuable for 
students to partake in research because 
they get the opportunity to apply what 
they learned in the classroom to solve a 
problem.
“In Mohammed’s case, he was able 
to take a leadership role and learn about 
organization, time management, and other 
skills that are going to help him moving 
forward,” Jagodinsky said.
Zaman is working on his first peer-re-
viewed publication with Jagodinsky. Since 
last spring, the two have been working on 
drafts based on their ankle bracing study 
and research Zaman has compiled from 
relevant articles. 
Zaman graduated from Illinois State 
in December. He planned to attend medi-
cal school. 
Zaman chose Illinois State, in part, 
for the opportunity to connect with 
professors, which is made possible by the 
University’s low student to faculty ratio. 
He encouraged other students to make the 
most of their time at the University.
“If you know that you want to pursue 
a career that you’re heavily invested in, 
you want to do due diligence of looking 
out and finding those research opportuni-
ties and know that the faculty is there to 
support you,” he said. 
 
“ IF YOU KNOW THAT YOU WANT 
TO PURSUE A CAREER THAT 
YOU’RE HEAVILY INVESTED IN, YOU 
WANT TO DO DUE DILIGENCE 
OF LOOKING OUT AND FINDING 
THOSE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES 
AND KNOW THAT THE FACULTY IS 
THERE TO SUPPORT YOU.”
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A new organization on campus is helping 
student researchers prepare for their ca-
reers and promote their scholarship.
Rosario Marroquin-Flores, a Ph.D. 
student in the School of Biological Sci-
ences, established an unofficial chapter 
of the national Society for Advancing 
Chicanos/Hispanics & Native Americans 
in Science (SACNAS) in February 2019 
at Illinois State. SACNAS is an inclusive 
organization open to all students.
The Illinois State chapter has about 
30 members, with slightly more graduate 
than undergraduate students. The regis-
tered student organization meets month-
ly and offers professional development 
opportunities to student researchers. 
For example, SACNAS ISU plans to host 
sessions on grant writing for the National 
Science Foundation and National Insti-
tutes of Health.
SACNAS ISU is also creating a jour-
nal, SACNAS Research Spotlight, featuring 
students who have published research in 
peer-reviewed journals. The publication 
will highlight the selected students and 
offer a synopsis of their research. Marro-
quin-Flores has been working with SAC-
NAS members Pooja Kadaba Ranganath 
and Eric Walsh to compile and edit the 
journal entries.
“Science publications are typically 
a very insular project, where scientists 
are the only ones who are reading other 
scientists’ writings and peer-reviewed pub-
lications,” said Walsh, a master’s student in 
the School of Biological Sciences. “So we 
have this idea of not only taking students’ 
research and making it digestible, and 
communicating to everyone, but also giv-
ing students their 15 minutes of fame, so to 
speak, for what it is that they’ve done for 
all their hard work.”
Kadaba Ranganath and Marro-
quin-Flores have been using resources 
like Arizona State University’s Ask a Biol-
ogist program to train themselves how to 
translate complex scientific research into 
writing that is easy to understand.
“If you cannot communicate what you 
do in lay terms, probably you just don’t 
understand it well enough,” said Kadaba 
Ranganath, a Ph.D. student in the School 
of Biological Sciences. “The Ask a Biol-
ogist template forces you to think more 
about your research and to tell readers, in 
like two sentences, what you actually do.”
The students hope the journal will 
increase the public’s understanding of 
scientific research.
“I think a lot of the problems that we 
have in policy decisions have to do with 
the failure to understand how science 
works and what scientific consensus 
means,” Marroquin-Flores said. “And I 
think a large part of the fault lands on 
scientists who fail to communicate their 
findings effectively. So that’s what I’m try-
ing to do here. Hopefully, as we get better 
at communicating our science, we also 
build science literacy in the community, 
and overall people just learn more and 
more about what is happening on campus 
and what scientific research means.”
Marroquin-Flores was introduced to 
SACNAS as an undergraduate student at 
the University of New Mexico. During that 
time, she presented research on sea turtles 
at a SACNAS conference in San Diego. 
“I just had such a good experience, and it 
really just kind of motivated me to bring 
SACNAS here to ISU,” she said.
In fall 2018 she began laying the 
groundwork for the Illinois State chapter 
while serving a fellowship with the Yale 
Ciencia Academy for Career Development.
“I connected with one of the other 
fellows, and she became my accountability 
buddy, and we have been helping each 
other to build our own SACNAS groups 
at each of our institutions,” Marro-
quin-Flores said.
The group’s faculty advisor, Assistant 
Professor of Molecular Neuroethology 
Andrés Vidal-Gadea, said SACNAS is a 
great complement to the University’s ef-
forts to provide students with out-of-class 
activities and resources aimed at increas-
ing their competitiveness and success. “I 
find that mentoring students and helping 
them achieve their goals is one of the 
most rewarding responsibilities associat-
ed with serving as a faculty,” Vidal-Gadea 
said. “SACNAS brings to ISU a new and 
RSO offers support, new publication for student  
researchers
By Kevin Bersett
Rosario Marroquin-Flores
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School of Communication student Mal-
lorie Latora was chosen as the inaugural 
GradBird Scholar for her research exam-
ining how newspapers are covering the 
opioid abuse crisis. 
Last September, the Graduate School 
began recognizing a graduate student each 
month for their scholarly endeavors. A 
committee of graduate students, faculty, 
and staff select a new recipient based on 
the quality of their research and how well 
they can explain it to a general audience. 
Winners are featured on social media and 
receive a monetary award.
“Our graduate students are essential 
to the University community,” said Grad-
uate School Interim Director Noelle Sel-
kow. “We want to showcase them in this 
new way. As an added bonus, prospective 
students get a glimpse of what life is like 
and opportunities available to our gradu-
ate students.”
For her study, Latora examined news 
articles from states with high rates of 
opioid-related deaths and from states with 
low rates of opioid-related deaths to gain 
a better understanding of the messages 
presented by journalists and news fo-
rums. What was interesting were the stark 
differences between how the crisis was 
discussed per state, she said.
“What I was looking for was how were 
they describing these drugs, what are the 
causes and the solutions to (overdoses), 
who is at fault for the opioid crisis. And 
then I wanted to see what are the solu-
tions they are offering,” she said. “States 
with lower rates of opioid overdose ended 
up having a lot more (stories) about pre-
vention. 
“States with the high opioid overdose 
were really looking at how do we fix it and 
how do we keep these people alive. And 
then the low states of opioid overdose 
were looking at how do we prevent this 
from happening.”
These contrasts in coverage were 
important for understanding how each 
state could begin to solve their issues with 
these drugs, she said. Latora presented the 
paper last spring at the Broadcast Educa-
tion Association conference in Las Vegas. 
“Not only was this something I could 
add to my resume, the skill of performing 
research in this way is something I am 
taking with me through my next year of 
graduate school,” Latora said. “I will be 
using similar research methods for my 
thesis and would like to continue using a 
similar method throughout my education-
al career.”
The Graduate School will choose 
eight GradBird Scholars throughout the 
school year. The final recipient will be 
selected in April.
For more information about the 
GradBird Scholar program or to submit a 
self-nomination form, visit Grad.Illinois-
State.edu/Students/GradBird-Scholar.
Graduate School recognizes inaugural GradBird Scholar
wonderful way to do just that. It welcomes 
all students regardless of demographics, 
and provides unique opportunities for 
networking, career advancement, and 
mentoring.”
The organization also plans to offer 
financial assistance to students who would 
like to attend SACNAS’s National Diver-
sity in STEM Conference. This support 
is consistent with the group’s efforts to 
strengthen students’ science identity. Many 
students suffer “impostor syndrome,” a 
feeling that they are not a real scientist, 
Marroquin-Flores said.
“It’s a really big problem, specifically 
for underrepresented students,” she said. 
“It tends to be a problem because you’re 
surrounded by a community that’s very 
distinct from you, and you just don’t feel 
like you belong there.
“One of the biggest things we are 
trying to do is build science identity and 
a sense of community, and a sense of self-
worth for the students that we interact 
with. Building science identity is critical 
for retaining students in the sciences. I 
think that all of the things that we’re doing 
will lead to that.”
SACNAS is scheduled to publish  
the first issue of its student research  
publication in March. A copy will be  
attached to the online version of this  
story, available at IllinoisState.edu/
RedbirdScholar. Students interested in 
volunteering as an editor for the next issue 
of the publication should contact sacnas.
isuspotlight@gmail.com.
Keep up with SACNAS at Facebook.com/
sacnasisu, Instagram.com/isusacnas, and 
Twitter.com/isusacnas. 
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Reforming Principal Preparation  
at the State Level: Perspectives on  
Policy Reform from Illinois
Co-edited by Erika Hunt, senior policy  
analyst and researcher, Center for the 
Study of Education Policy; and Lisa Hood, 
senior policy analyst and researcher, 
Center for the Study of Education Policy 
(Routledge, 2019)
Applying the Scholarship of Teaching 
and Learning beyond the Individual 
Classroom
Co-edited by Jennifer Friberg, Cross  
Endowed Chair, Scholarship of Teaching 
and Learning, and professor, Department 
of Communication Sciences and Dis-
orders; and Kathleen McKinney, Cross 
Endowed Chair Emerita, Scholarship of 
Teaching and Learning, and professor 
emerita, Department of Sociology and An-
thropology (Indiana University Press, 2019)
Best Practices in Chemistry  
Teacher Education
By Sarah Boesdorfer, assistant professor,  
Department of Chemistry (American 
Chemical Society, 2019)
Collaborations for Student Success:  
How Librarians and Student Affairs 
Work Together to Enrich Learning
By Dallas Long, associate dean and  
professor, Milner Library  
(Rowman & Littlefield, 2019)
Dakota in Exile: The Untold Stories of 
Captives in the Aftermath of the U.S.-Da-
kota War
By Linda Clemmons, professor,  
Department of History (University  
of Iowa Press, 2019)
Horticulture: Principles, Practices,  
and Career Opportunities
Co-authored by David Kopsell,  
professor, Department of Agriculture 
(Great River Learning, 2019)
Choosing to Care: A Century of Child-
care and Social Reform in San Diego, 
1850–1950
By Kyle Ciani, associate professor, Depart-
ment of History and Women’s and Gender 
Studies Program (University of Nebraska 
Press, 2019)
Political Authority, Social Control,  
and Public Policy 
Co-edited by Cara Rabe-Hemp, associate 
dean, College of Applied Science and 
Technology, and professor, Department 
of Criminal Justice Sciences; and Nancy 
Lind, professor, Department of Politics and 
Government (Emerald Publishing, 2019)
Global Occupational Safety and Health 
Management Handbook
By Thomas Fuller, associate professor,  
Department of Health Sciences (CRC 
Press, 2019)
Redbird media
Books, audio and video recordings, and mobile 
applications created by Illinois State University 
faculty, staff, and students are eligible for 
inclusion in this section. Submit entries to 
kdberse@IllinoisState.edu. 
Recreation Programming: Designing, 
Staging, and Managing the Delivery of 
Leisure Experiences
Co-authored by Barbara Schlatter, interim 
director, School of Kinesiology and Recre-
ation; and J.R. Rossman, professor emeri-
tus, School of Kinesiology and Recreation 
(Sagamore-Venture Publishing, 2019)
Voting in a Hybrid Regime: Explaining 
the 2018 Bangladeshi Election
By Ali Riaz, Distinguished Professor,  
Department of Politics and Government 
(Palgrave Pivot, 2019)
How Stories Teach Us: Composition,  
Life Writing, and Blended Scholarship
Co-edited by Amy Robillard, professor, 
Department of English; and D. Shane 
Combs, doctoral alumnus, Department  
of English (Peter Lang, 2019)
Second Language Writing Instruction 
in Global Contexts: English Language 
Teacher Preparation and Development
Co-edited by Lisya Seloni, associate pro-
fessor, Department of English (Multilin-
gual Matters/Channel View Publications, 
2019)
Caledonian Scenes: Songs of Judith 
Weir, Benjamin Britten & Hamish  
MacCunn
Music recording by Justin Vickers and 
Geoffrey Duce, associate professors, 
School of Music (Albany Records, 2020)
Asexual Erotics: Intimate Readings  
of Compulsory Sexuality 
By Ela Przybylo, assistant professor,  
Department of English (The Ohio State  
University Press, 2019)
Pursuing Justice: Traditional and Con-
temporary Issues in Our Communities 
and the World (Third Edition)
Co-authored by Ralph Weisheit, Distin-
guished Professor, Department of Crimi-
nal Justice Sciences; and Frank Morn, pro-
fessor emeritus, Department of Criminal 
Justice Sciences (Routledge, 2019)
Office of the Associate Vice President  
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